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Abstract

In this thesis, an adaptive algorithm for bandwidth allocation in differentiated

services architecture has been proposed. Uplink bandwidth allocation in mobile

Internet by the access router is the main area of implementation of the algorithm. The

algorithm allocates bandwidth to the users, depending on the service level

agreements between users and service provider, requirements of a running

application, and the available resources in the network. In accordance with the

changes in the network load, the algorithm can change its resource allocation

adaptively. The proposed algorithm also favors real-time traffics over non-real-time

ones for smoothening the operations of real-time application \vhen the network is

congested. The algorithm has been implemented in NS2 network simulator with a

simple network of five sources, one destination/sink, and one access router. The

simulation results indicate that the algorithm can be a useful mechanism for

bandwidth allocation in access router under differentiated services architecture.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

In recent years, numbers of Internet users are growing much faster than anticipated.

The type of information and application used in the Internet is also changing rapidly.

Now-a-days, a large percentage of the traffic on the Internet is multimedia related or

a form of time-critical data that will be fed by some real-time application. These real

time applications have stringent delay requirements and needs assured network

resources for smoothing their operations. But the network resources are limited and

shared by many users; in "mobile environment" the situation is even worse. So the

proper distribution of network resources is required to satisfy users according to their

needs and payments.

The Internet protocol (lP) is based on best effort and lacks the capability to provide

such quality of service (QoS) guarantees for time-critical multimedia applications

[I]. Various solutions have been proposed for addressing this problem by

guaranteeing their required resources to the applications [I]. This includes Integrated

Services, Differentiated Services (OS) and Multiprotocol Label Switching (MPLS).

The Integrated Services (IntServ) architecture was the first significant step for the

introduction of QoS in the Internet. IntServ uses the Resource Reservation Setup

Protocol (RSVP) for the explicit setup of reservation state on each network node

along the path from the sender to the receiver. One major dilemma faced by this

approach is that in the core of the Internet, where exist several millions of flows, it

may not be feasible to maintain and control the forwarding states efficiently [2]. The

Differentiated Services (OS) network architecture attempts to provide these QoS

guarantees in the most scalable and least complex manner. The major goals of the

differentiated services architecture are: keep the forwarding path simple, push

complexity to the edges of the network to the extent possible, provide a service that

avoids assumptions about the type of traffic using it, employ an allocation policy that.

will be compatible with both long-term and short-term provisioning, make it possible

for the dominant Internet traffic model to remain best-effort [3 J. In a OS domain

various marking policy [4,5,6] is used to aggregate packets in different forwarding

classes based on burst size and information rate.
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A set of five network services has been specified and proposed by E. Tsolakou et al

[2 J. The specified network services are: Premium Constant Bit Rate (PCBR),

Premium Variable Bit Rate (PVBR), Premium Multimedia (PMM), Premium

Mission Critical (PMC) and Standard Best Effort (STO BE). Applications can be

grouped into this relatively small number of services, with the applications in each

service having similar requirements on the network in order to perform effectively

and /lows in each service having similar characteristics. In this proposal, there is no

provision to allocate bandwidth to user's level. Services are specified for different

type of applications or /lows. In the OS architecture, Bandwidth Broker [71 is an

agent that is responsible for allocating preferred service to users as requested and for

configuring the network routers with the correct forwarding behavior for the defined

service. It is a static provisioning of resources, which can lead to wastage of

bandwidth. In a recently proposed QoS architecture for 4th generation network,

bandwidth broker is implemented in the access router [8]. Furthermore, Mahajan et

al [9J presents the active resource management (ARM) approach that actively

monitors the uses of resource and extract the unused BW from the user for further

allocation. But it does not consider the change of requirement of a running source

depending on application and network state. Even it does not hesitate to drop a time-

critical packet from an out-of-profile /low which may deteriorate the performance of

a real-time application.

In this thesis, an algorithm is proposed that adaptively reallocate the bandwidth in a

OS domain depending on the service level agreements, requirements of the clients

and the availability of the resources in the network. It tries to solve the

aforementioned problems with special stress on multimedia application. The

proposed architecture also considers the packet type before taking any action

measure to out-of-profile packets. It ensures that, if the network is overloaded, no

time-critical packet will be aggregated in best effort before aggregation of all non-

time-critical packets in best effort. So the time-critical packet will get optimum'

service and the network provider can also use his limited bandwidth efficiently.
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The rest of this dissertation is organized as follows. Chapter 2 discusses the issues

related to Mobile Internet. Chapter 3 presents theoretical background. Chapter 4

describes the proposed algorithm. Chapter 5 outlines the simulation of the proposed

model using NS2 network simulator. Chapter 6 evaluates the simulation results

obtained from chapter 5. Chapter 7 discusses further studies on the topic. And
chapter 8 concludes the dissertation.

(
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Chapter 2

Mobile Internet

Availability of the network services anywhere, at anytime, can be one of the key

factors that attract individuals and institutions to the new network infrastructures,

stimulate the development of telecommunications and propels economies. This bold

idea has emerged the requirements for new networking technology. The emerging

new communication paradigm assumes a user to be able to access services

independently of her or his location, in an almost transparent way, with the terminal

being able to pick the preferred access technology at current location, and move

between technologies seamlessly i.e. without noticeable disruption.

Uni tied, secure, multi-service, and multiple-operator network architectures are now

being developed in a context commonly referenced to as 41h Generation (4G)

networks [8]. The 4G concept supports the provisioning of multiple types of services,

ranging from simple network access to complex multimedia virtual reality, including

voice communication services, which are themselves a challenge in packet-based

mobile communication environments.

Mobile Internet is a promise of 4G networking technology. 4G telephony starts with

the assumption that future networks will be entirely packet-switched, using protocols

evolved from those used in today's Internet. Internet telephony systems are the

forerunner of the applications that will be used in the future to deliver telephony

serVIces.

[ ''''' "OX ~

Fixed Network
Rouler

Base Station

/J Lap Top )

..../•..

Mobile Phone J

Figure 2.1: Mobile Internet scenario
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Mobile Internet is a unification of different wireless networks, including wireless

LAN technologies (IEEE 802.11, HiperLAN/2), public cellular networks (2.50, 30),

and even personal area networks such as Bluetooth. Under this umbrella, Mobile

Internet calls for a wide range of mobile devices roaming across different types of

networks- some using licensed spectrum and some not. Furthermore, Mobile Internet

should be an adaptable network architecture that enables optimization of bandwidth

and Quality of Service (QoS).

Among the major benefits of the Mobile Internet are following:

• Voice-data integration.

• A single, simple technology supporting mobile and fixed networking.

• Enhanced services through the use of simple networks with intelligent terminal

devices

• A flexible method of payment for network connectivity that will support large

number of network operators in a highly competitive environment.

2.1 Challenges

Before the promise of "Mobile Internet" can be delivered, a number of research

issues must be resolved. Challenges come from both mobile and Internet

technologies to implement their features combined.

Challenges with respect to mobile technology:

o Naming and Addressing: Users need to identify themselves and register for

services - they may do this use a range of different identities. Computability with

existing systems e.g. Telephone Number (E. I 64), IMSI, IP Address, E-mail

address must be considered.

o Directory Services: Directory services are required to map from a users identity

to a routable network address to which the call can be delivered. In Mobile

Internet, users will roam from one network point to another.
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o Mobilitv Support: It is possible for users to change location while calls are active.

Support must be provided to allow for handoff, and maintenance of the call state.

o Wireless Channel Access: The majority of protocols developed for MAC control

on wireless links have focused on providing a circuit switched servIce -

adaptation is required for efficient support of 4G network technology.

o Ouality o(Service (OoS): The Quality of Service (QoS) guarantees that future

scalable multi-service networks offer either simple throughput guarantees,

deterministic or statistical bounds on delay and loss or only commitments to a

relatively better treatment of flows compared to other, or combination of those.

Challenges with respect to Internet technology are:

o Mobile terminals (MT) are joining and leaving the network without alTecting

performance of the system.

o Access to air-interface controlled by Base Station (BS).

o QoS support for different application; Real time (RT) and Non-real time.

There are some inherent problems in wireless environment that should be considered

to ensure quality of services. The problems are given as stated by SchIller [I OJ:

• Interference: A wireless transmitter may be interfered by other transmitter with

in the certain range.

• Path loss: Most wireless transmission takes place through the atmosphere and,

thus, signals travel through air, rain, snow, fog, dust particles, smog etc. While

the path loss or attenuation does not cause too much trouble for short distances,

the atmosphere heavily influences transmission over long distances.

• Fading: The power of the received radio signal may differ over time, which is

called fading may cause difficulties for a receiver to recognize the signal

properly.

• Limited Bandwidth: As all the wireless terminals within a certain geographical

range share the same communication media (air interface), the signaling

bandwidth is limited for a particular terminal.
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In this thesis, only the QoS issue related to bandwidth allocation is focused to

provide mechanism for efficient uses of network resources as well as enhanced

services according to the requirements of different types of application.
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Chapter 3

Theoretical Background

The Internet has become an indispensable part of our life and work. Although most

people probably only become aquatinted with the Internet over the last few years,

some have already started to wonder what life would be without it' The Internet has

made possible new applications and ways of communications we never thought

possible. E-mail, e-commerce, digital video streaming, and Internet telephony are

only the beginning of a profound revolution. .

The Internet operates as a datagram network, where each packet is delivered

individually through the network; generally in first come first serve basis. Delivery

time of packets is not guaranteed, and packets may even be dropped because of

congestion inside the network. This service architecture is referred as best-elTor!

service. Since the network treats all packets equally, any flows could get hit by the

congestion. This unpredictability of best-elTort service does not match well with the

new real-time applications such as Internet telephony or digital video conferencing,

which cannot tolerate delay jitter or loss of data in transmission.

To overcome these problems, the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) has

developed new technologies and standards to provide resource assurance and service

dilTerentiation in the Internet, under the umbrella term "Quality of Service (QoS)".

The four basic parameters used to specify the quality of services as stated by Keshav

[II] are:

o Bandwidth: A bandwidth bound requires that a connection receive at least a

minimum bandwidth from the network.

o Delay: A delay bound is a deterministic or statistical bound on some parameter

of the delay distribution, such as the worst-case delay-the largest delay suffered

by a packet from a connection, the mean delay-the average delay over all

possible traffic arrival patterns of every other connection in the system.
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o Delay-jitter: A delay-jitter bound requires that the network bound the difference

between the largest and smallest delays received by packets on a connection. A

delay-jitter bound is useful mainly in the context of a playback application.

o Loss: A loss bound requires that the fraction of packets lost on a connection be

smaller than some bound.

Integrated Service and Differentiated Services are two QoS technologies that address

the issue of provisioning of resources to various types of flows in a network [II.

3.1 Integrated Services (IntScrv)

The Integrated Services architecture is based on per-flow resource reservation. To

receive resource assurance, an application must make a reservation before it can

transfer traffic onto the network. Resource reservation involves several steps: first,

the application must characterize its traffic source and the resource requirements. The

network then uses a routing protocol to find a path based on the requested resources.

Next, a reservation protocol is used to install the reservation state along the path. At

each hop, admission control checks whether sufficient resources are available to

accept the new reservation. Once the reservation is established, the application can

start to send traffic over the path for which it has exclusive right to use the resources.

Resource reservation is enforced by packet classification and scheduling mechanisms

in the network elements, such as router.

The Integrated services working group proposed two new service models that a user

can select: the guaranteed service and the controlled load service models. The

guaranteed service model provides deterministic worst-case delay bound through

strict admission control and fair queuing scheduling. This service was designed for

applications that require absolute guarantees on delay. The other service model, the

controlled load service, provides a less firm guaranteed service that is close to.a

lightly loaded best-effort network. The Resource Reservation Setup Protocol (RSVP)

was also standardized for signaling an application's requirements to the network and

for setting up resource reservation along the path.
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But deployment of the Integrated Services architecture in the servIce provider's

backbones has been rather slow for a nurnber of reasons.

a. The Integrated Services architecture focused primarily on long-lasting and delay-

sensitive applications. The World Wide Web, however, significantly changed the

Internet landscape. Web based applications now dominate the Internet, and much

of the web traffics are short-lived transactions. Although per-flow reservation

makes sense for long-lasting sessions, such as video conferencing, it is not

appropriate for web traffics. The overheads for setting up a reservation for each

session are simply too high.

b. Concerns also arose about the scalability of the mechanisms for supporting

Integrated Services. To support per-flow reservation, each node in a network has

to implement per-flow classification and scheduling. These mechanisms may not

be able to cope with a very large number of flows at high speeds.

c. Resource reservation requires the support of accounting and settlement between

different service providers. Since those who request reservation have to pay for

the services, every reservation must be authorized, authenticated, and accounted.

Such supporting infrastructures simply do not exist in the Internet. When

multiple service providers are involved in a reservation, they have to agree on the

charges for carrying traffic from other service provider's customers and settle

these charges among them. Most network service providers are currently

connected through bilateral peering agreements. To extend these bilateral

agreements to an Internet-wide settlement agreement is difficult given the large

number of players.

3.2 Differentiated Services (OS)

The differentiated Services architecture was. developed as an alternative resource

allocation scheme for service provider's networks. This new approach is significantly

different from Integrated Services. Instead of making per-flow reservations,

Differentiated Services architecture uses a combination of edge policing,

provisioning, and traffic prioritization to achieve service differentiation [II.
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Figure 3.1: A typical DS domain

In the DS architecture, user's traffic is .divided into a small number of forwarding

classes. For each forwarding class, the amount of traffic that users can inject into the

network is limited at the edge of the network. By changing the lotal amount of traffic

allowed in the network, service providers can adjust the level of resource

provisioning and hence control the degree of resource assurance to the users.

The edge of a Differentiated Services network is responsible for mapping packets to

their appropriate forwarding classes. This packet classification is typically done

based on the service level agreement (SLA) between the user and its service

provider. The nodes at the edge of the network also perform traffic policing to

protect the network from misbehaving traffic sources. Nonconforming traffic may be

dropped, delayed, or marked with a different forwarding class.

The forwarding class is directly encoded into the packet header. Aller packets are

marked with their forwarding classes at the edge of the network, the interior nodes of

the network can use this information to differentiate the treatment of the packets. The

forwarding classes may indicate drop priority or resource priority. For example,

when a link is congested, the network will drop packets with the highest drop priority

first.
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3.2.1 T.'affic Classification and Conditioning

In Differentiated Services architecture, boundary nodes are responsible for mapping

packets to one of the forwarding classes supported in the network, and they must

ensure that the traffic conforms to the SLA for the specific customer. Once the

packets pass the boundary nodes into the interior of the network, resource allocation

is performed based solely on forwarding classes.

These functions that boundary nodes perform are often referred to as traffic

classification and traffic conditioning (Figure 3.2). The classification module

contains a classifier and a marker. The classifier selects packets based on some

predefined rules. These classification rules may specifY that a selected packet will be

marked with a particular codepoint. The output of the classification module is then

steered to the traffic-conditioning module.

Classification

Rcmarkcr

Conditioning

Figure 3.2: Classification and conditioning in a DS router

The traffic-conditioning module measures the traffic streams from the classification

module and compares them against the customer's traffic profile. For example,

suppose a traffic profile specifies that traffic from a particular customer should

conform to a token bucket with rate r and burst size b. The meter uses this traffic

profile, r and b, to measure the traffic from the customer. When the traffic stream is

within the profile, the packets will be allowed to enter the network. If the customer

sends more packets than allowed, actions will be taken to ensure that traffic flow is

fully consistent with the traffic profile. A traffic classification and conditioning

module consists of the following elements:
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Classifier: A classifier divides an incoming packet stream into multiple groups based

on the predefined rules.

Meter: For each forwarding class, a meter measures the traffic now from a customer

against its traffic profile.

Marker: Marker sets the OS field of a packet to a particular DSCP, adding the

marked packet to the forwarding class. Markers may act on unmarked packets or

remark previously marked packets. Marking may occur at many different locations.

If the customers' network supports Differentiated Services marking, packets can be

marked by the applications or the first-hop routers on LAN. The boundary nodes of a

service provider may also mark packets on behalf of the customers. Since packets

may pass many different domains, packets that have been previously marked may be

remarked.

Shaper: Shapers delay the nonconforming packets in order to bring the stream in

compliance with the agreed-on traffic profile. The difference between a shaper and a

marker is that a marker simply marks a packet and lets it into the network whereas a

shaper prevents the packet from entering the network until the stream conforms to

the traffic profile. For some services strict admission control is necessary; shaping

ensures that excessive packets are not allowed into the network.

Dropper: Dropping is another action that may be applied to out-of-profile packets.

3.2.2 Per-Hop Behaviors (PHBs)

In Differentiated Services architecture, externally observable forwarding treatments

at a single node are described by 6-bit value called a Differentiated Services

Codepoint (DSCP). All packets with the same codepoint are refereed to as a behavior

aggregate, and they receive the same forwarding treatment.

A set of PHBs may form a PHB group. A PHB group must be defined meaningfully

and implemented simultaneously as a group that shares common constraint. A PHB
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group may describe resource allocation in relative terms among themselves in terms

of bandwidth allocation and drop priority. PHBs are typically implemented by means

of buffer management and packet scheduling.

Expedited Forwarding PHB Group

EF PHB is defined as a forwarding Ireatment for a traffic aggregate where the

departure rate of the aggregate's packet from any DS node must conform to a

minimum configurable rate. The EF traffic should receive this rate independent of

the intensity of any other traffic attempting to transit the node. The codepoint

<101110> is recommended for EF PHB [12]. A priority-queuing scheme with a

token bucket or a variant of WFQ can be used to implement the expedited

forwarding.

Assured Forwarding PHB Group

In AF PHB, four forwarding classes and, within each forwarding-class, three drop

precedences are used. Each forwarding class is allocated a minimum amount of

buffers and bandwidth. Customer can subscribe to the services built with AF

forwarding classes and their packets will be marked with the appropriate AF DSCPs.

The three drop priorities within each forwarding class are used to select which

packets to drop during congestion. When backlogged packets from an AF forwarding

class exceed a specified threshold, packets with the highest drop priority are dropped

first and then packets with the lower drop priority. Dropping takes place only in the

forwarding class in which traffic exceeds its own resources.

3.3 Packet Scheduling

The packet scheduler is responsible for enforcing resource allocation to individual

flows. When the network resources cannot accommodate all traffic flows, queues

will start to build up in the routers. The. purpose of the scheduler is to decide which

packets should get the resources. Intuitively, a packet scheduler works like. a

dispatcher: it keeps track of how many packets each flow has sent and compares that

with the amount of resources the flow has received. Arriving packets from a flow are
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sent only when the flow has not used up the reserved resources. The basic purpose of

a scheduler is to allow sharing of common resources in a controlled way.

Work-Conserving versus Non-Work-Conserving Schedulers

Typically a scheduler is idle only when there are no packets waiting to be

transmitted. Such schedulers are said to be work conserving 1111. For example, FeFS

is work conserving. [n fact, most of the well-known queuing disciplines are work

conserving. However, non-work-conserving scheduling algorithms have been

proposed to reduce delay jitters and the buffer size necessary at the output queues. In

a non-work-conserving scheduler a node can transmit a packet only when the packet

becomes eligible. If no packets are eligible for transmission, the node will become

idle even there are packets in the queue.

Max-min fair share

When there are not sufficient resources to satisfY all traffic demands, bandwidth must

be allocated fairly to all competing flows. One form of fair-sharing policy that has

been widely considered in the literature is called max-min fair sharing. The max-min

fair sharing tries to maximize the minimum share of a flow whose demand is not

fully satisfied. The basic principles are as follows:

v' Resources are allocated in order of increasing demand.

v' No flow is allocated more than its demand.

v' Flows with unsatisfied demands get an equal share of the resource.

3.3.1 Priority Scheduler

In a priority scheduler, each incoming queue is associated with a priority level, and

the higher priority queue always has precedence over the lower priority queue. When

the outgoing link becomes available for transmission, a priority scheduler always

selects packets from the queue with the highest priority. Packets from a lower

priority queue are transmitted only when there are no packets in the queues of higher

priorities.
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Priority scheduler is easy to understand and its implementation is straightforward.

However, simple priority must be used with care that a large volume of higher-

priority packets can easily starve lower priority packets. Lower priority packets may

never get a chance to transmit if higher-priority packets are always in the queue.

3.3.2 Fair Queuing

In this queuing approach, the share of bandwidth by a flow is represented by a real

number, often refereed to as a weight. Fair queuing schemes try to allocate

bandwidth proportional to active flows based on their weights. Intuitively each flow

is entitled to a share of the bandwidth based on its weight. However, if a flow does

not consume all its entitled bandwidth, the excessive bandwidth is not wasted but is

allocated to all backlogged flows in proportion to their weights

3.3.2.1 Generalized Processor Sharing (GPS)

We can achieve a max-min fair allocation with an ideal (and unimplementable)

work-conserving scheduling discipline called Generalized Processor Sharing (GPS)

jll]. Intuitively, GPS serves packets as if they are in separate logical queues, visiting

each nonempty queue in tum and serving an infinitesimally small amount of data

from each queue, so that, in any finite time interval, it can visit every logical queue at

least once. Connections can be associated with service weights, and they receive

service in proportion to this weight whenever they have data in the queue. If they do

not have data, the scheduler skips to the nest nonempty queue.

While GPS is ideal in that it exactly achieves a max-min fair allocation, it is also

unimplementable. We now study some scheduling disciplines that are

implementable, and try to approximate GPS.

3.3.2.2 Weighted Fair Queuing

Weighted fair queuing (WFQ) or packet-by-packet generalized processor sharing

(PGPS) are approximations ofGPS scheduling that do not make GPS's infinitesimal

packet size assumption, and, with variable-size packets, do not need to know a

connection's mean packet size in advance. The intuition behind WFQ is to compute

the time a packet would complete service had we been serving packets with a GPS
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server, then serve packets in order of these finishing times. In other words, WFQ

simulates GPS on one side and uses the results of this simulation to determine

service order. We call a packet's finishing time under GPS a finish number, rather

than a finish time, to emphasize that it is only a service tag that indicates the relative

order in which the packet is to be served, and has nothing to do with the actual time

at which the packet is served. If P( i, k, f) is the size of the kth packet that arrives on

connection i at time f, when R(f) is the round number, 0(i) is the weight of the

connection, and F(i, k, f) is the finish number for the (k-l)th packet on that

connection, then

1"(i, k, t) ~ max{1"(i, k-I, f), R(t)} + P(i, k, I) /0(i)

Although the WFQ has many unique properties that make it an ideal scheduling

discipline for support of QoS in the Internet, the calculation of the finish time in the

corresponding GPS system is quite complex and impractical at high speeds.

3.3.2.3 Self-Clocked Fair Queuing (SCFQ)

The calculation of the finish time for a flow that becomes backlogged after an idle

period is the most complex thing in a GPS approximated server. SCFQ proposes a

simple approach to approximate the finish time in a corresponding GPS system.

When a packet from non-backlogged flow arrives, SCFQ uses the finish time of the

packet currently in service as the R(f). Using the previous notation the calculation is

as follows:

1"(i, k, I) ~ max{1"(i, k-I, f), CFj + P(i, k, I) /0(i)

where C1"is the finish number of the packet currently being served.

3.3.2.4 Weighted Round Robin (WRR)

A simpler way of emulating GPS scheduling is weighted round robin. The server

simply visits the list of flows in tum and selects the number of packets for

transmission based on the weights. For example, suppose that there are two flows A

and B sharing a link with weights I and 2 respectively. The server first selects one

packet from flow A and two from flow B again, and so forth. WRR works

particularly well when the packet size is fixed or the mean packet size is known for a

flow. Otherwise WRR cannot allocate bandwidth fairly.
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3.4 Resource Allocation iu Diffel'entiated Services

3.4.1 Bandwidth Brokel'

In the OS architecture, Bandwidth Broker (BB) is an agent responsible for allocating

preferred service to users as requested, and for configuring the network routers with

the correct forwarding behavior for the defined service [7]. The Bandwidth Broker

manages a domain's resources using service policies defined based on the client's

requirements and requested bandwidth.

All agreements between the customer and the service provider that pertain to the type

of service required are known as service level agreements (SLA). These SLAs are

used to define the relation between policies and the PI-IBs, while a service

provisioning policy (SPP) indicates how traffic conditioners are configured at the

edge of the domain and how the traffic streams are mapped to the OS behavior

aggregates. The bandwidth broker requires both the SLAs and the SPPs to achieve a

range of services, which are provided to the user. Based on the SLAs, the broker

decides whether it can provide the allocation and it configures the edge router

accordingly to mark and classifY the packets as decided in the SLA [3J.

Simple
Policy
Service

UscrsINetwork
Operators

Application
Server

Other BB

User Interface

BLJ

>- OtherllB

Routing
Table

Edge Routers <::::__- ::->_ Edge Routers

Figure 3.3: Functional decomposition of the bandwidth broker

The bandwidth broker consists of a few basic components shown 11\ Figure

3.3, and their functions are as defined [13J:
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• User Interface: The user/application interface provides a means for the user to

make resource requests directly, or to the network operator who will enter

his requests. The interface also receives messages from setup protocols.

• Inter-domain Interactions: A method of allowing peer BBs to make requests

for resources and take admission control decisions to enable flow of traffic.

• Intra-domain Interactions: Providing a method for the BB to configure the

edge routers within the domain so as to provide quality of service.

• Routing Table: A routing table is maintained to access inter-domain routing

information so that BB can determine the edge routers and the downstream

routers before allocating their resources. Also, additional routing paths can be

maintained for different flows within the domain.

• Database: A database is used to store information about all the BB parameters.

The information that is stored within the repository includes SLAs, current

reservations, configuration of routers, DSCP mapping, and policy information

pertaining to each flow.

When an allocation is desired for a particular flow, a request is sent to the broker.

Request includes a service type, a target rate, a maximum burst, and the time period

when the service is required. The request can be made by a user or it might come

from another region's BB. A BB first authenticates the credentials of the requester,

and then verifies whether there exists sufficient unallocated bandwidth to meet the

request. If a request passes these tests, the available bandwidth is reduced by the

requested amount and the flow specification is recorded. The BB configures the

appropriate leaf router with the information regarding the allocated resources and the

flow to be given services. The Bandwidth Broker periodically refreshes this

configuration information.

The resulting allocation, however, is a static provisioning of resources that depends

only on the initial request; no provision for adaptively increasing the allocation if

needed or snatching unused bandwidth. These may lead to wastage of bandwidth

and/or starved clients. There is, therefore, a need for actively managing resource
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allocations to reuse the bandwidth wasted on each reservation and if possible re-

allocate it to another client.

3.4.2 Active Resource Management (ARM)

This is another recently developed approach that effectively monitors when a client

is sending packets and how much of its. allocated bandwidth is being used at any

given time [9]. If a client uses less than the allocated bandwidth the ARM manager

accumulates the excess bandwidth in the unused pool and possibly reallocates to the

new requests.

As described in section 3.4. I, predefined policies are used to allocate resources to a

particular client. These policies are based on the client's peak traffic rate, the lime for

which the service is required, and the acceptable delay and jitter. For many

applications, for e.g. where the transmitted information is in the form of streaming

media, the traffic rate is bursty and is rarely at peak transfer rate. In such a

situation, a portion of the allocated bandwidth remains unused. However, as

this bandwidth is provisioned to that particular client, no other client can use

it. As the resource allocation by a BB is static and can lead to wasted bandwidth

and/or starved clients, there is a need for actively managing resource allocations for

reusing the unused bandwidth on each reservation.

ARM reallocates the excess bandwidth by effectively monitoring when a client is

sending packets and how much of this allocated bandwidth is being used at any given

time. Each client is provided with a service level specification (SLS) specifying the

amount of bandwidth, the duration of the connection and a few other parameters.

These parameters together map to a particular OSCP that defines the client's

assigned level of service. Incoming packets are then marked using this DSCP to

inform the routers to forward the packets with appropriate priority. In order to

measure the traffic rate of every client, the bandwidth broker agent can use a meter

provided by the OS. For example, the TSW Tagger [14J is a meter that measures the

average traffic rate, using a specified window size for the TSW2CM and TSW3CM

[6] policers. With the knowledge of incoming traffic, different DSCPs are defined for
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various traffic rates. So, in the ARM approach, when the broker agent notices a

traffic rate that is less than the rate agreed upon, it steps down to a lower DSCP that

suits the current rate. The remaining unused bandwidth is now sent to a pool of

bandwidth that is maintained for best effort services. This enables a larger

number of clients that can be supported and translates to more revenue for the same

amount of bandwidth. In Table 3.1 salient features ofBB and ARM is mentioned. In

the worst-case scenario, if all the clients generate in traffic at their peak rates, the

required bandwidth is retrieved by dipping into the pool of bandwidth belonging to

the best effort services. Some of the pre-conditions for this allocation are I) the

number of reservations in the EF class must be limited as this class is rigid takes up a

large amount of the bandwidth, and 2) some of the available bandwidth is reserved

for best effort so that it can be used in case of over-allocation without affecting

paying customers.

Table 3.1: Features of Bandwidth Broker and ARM

Bandwidth Broker ARM
Users need to ask for resource when Users need to ask for resource when
needed needed

Static provisioning of resources Actively monitors to extract unused

resources but not increase if needed in

later time.

Resource allocation is generator level not Resource allocation is generator level
user level not user level

No consideration for any special type of No consideration for any special type
packets in case of out-of-profile traffic. of packets in case of out-of-profile

traffic.
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Chapter 4

Proposed Algorithm
4.1 Motivation

As mentioned in earlier sections, Bandwidth Broker, [Table 3.1 j, allocates resources

for a particular user depending on their SLA that leads to static provisioning of

resources. On the other hand, ARM approach, [Table 3.1], tries to monitor the actual

uses of resources by a user and if the used resources are less than the actual allocated

resources, ARM manager reallocates a lower level bandwidth to the user and the

extra bandwidth is sent to the bandwidth pool, which can be used to serve other users

and make some extra revenue. One of the presumptions of ARM algorithm is that the

actual traffic generated by a client rarely approaches the reserved rate for the client.

Some key points have been observed from the implementation of the ARM

algorithm:

• In the ARM approach, one source can have only one traffic generator so the

allocation is always done to each generator/flow separately. But in general, a user

wants to pay for a particular bandwidth irrespective of the number of generators

active at any given time.

• Changes in network condition have significant affect on the performance of

application. As for example, a video conferencing application can operate at 25

frames/sec for best performance; where it can operate as low as 3 frames/sec

depending on the network condition. As both BB and ARM use request-based

allocation the dynamic behavior of an application is not reflected.

• In ARM, the type of packet is not considered when dropping from an out-of-

profile traffic of a particular client.

• Equal packet size is considered, which is not applicable for multimedia

communication [2].

The observation of the above points motivated us to find an algorithm that adaptively

allocate the bandwidth in a DS domain depending on the service level agreements,

requirements of the clients and the availability of the resources in the network at

every instant. It tries to solve the aforementioned problems with special stress on

multimedia application. The proposed architecture also considers the packet-type
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before taking any action measure regarding out-of-profile packets. It ensures that, if

the network is overloaded, no time-critical packet will be aggregated in BE before

aggregation of all non-time-critical packets in BE within a limited time period. So

the time-critical packets will get optimwn service and the network provider can use

his limited bandwidth efficiently.

4.2 Network Scenario

• Each user in the network will have a CIR, which is the minimum assured

bandwidth for the client mentioned in SLA.

• Depending on the CIR and the network condition each user will be allocated a

particular amount of bandwidth (ABW). Traffic generated within the ABW is in-

profile traffic and excess of ABW is out-of-profile traffic.

• All packets are served in two different forwarding classes with three DSCP

marking. Two forwarding classes are: (I) Expedited Forwarding (EF) class that

serves as a virtual lease line (VLL) and (2) Best Effort (BE) that does not offer

any service guarantee. All in-profile packets is served in EF class and out-of-

profile packets is served in BE forwarding class. Furthermore, time-critical BE

traffic is served with higher priority than the non-time-critical BE traffic.

• Total CIR committed to all users must not exceed the capacity of the network.

Some portion of the total bandwidth will be reserved for best effort service.

• Users may get more bandwidth than CIR if needed, depending on the available

bandwidth in the network. This availability is nothing but the unused CIR by

some users.

• If a USer generates both time-critical and non-time-critical packets and the

allocated bandwidth is more than the time-critical information rate but less than

the (otalload, no time-critical packets will be considered as out-of-profile packet.

• Billing mechanism should be in two folds-

I. Fixed charge for a CIR

II. Variable charge for each byte served after the CIR depending on the PHB

group the packet has been aggregated.
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4.3 Implementation Issues

o In the proposed architecture all traffic is aggregated in any of following three

forwarding classes implemented by three different queues:

Table 4.1: Different aggregation class' in the proposed model

PHB G,'oup DSCP Traffic Type Service Type

EF 46 In profile packets Guaranteed

BEl 45 Ont of profile time-critical packets Best Effort

BE2 44 Oul of profile non-lime-critical packets Best Effort

o Total outgoing link's bandwidth is divided among EF and BE forwarding classes.

WFQ scheduler is used to allocate bandwidth for EF and BE. Two best effort

queues are scheduled by priority scheduler where time-critical queue will be

assigned more priority than non-time-critical queue.

Service Status

SRC lD
ABW
avgRate
dropDue
dropDueThreshold
mcanPacketSize
arrivalTime

SLA

SRC lD
USER TYPE
ClR
Pill.
ABW

o Access router will maintain a database for uplink:

Table 4.2: Database maintained by the access router of the proposed model

Router State VaI'iable

TOTAL EF BW I
UNUSED_EF _BW I

S
o
U
R
C
E
S

DE2 : :

Classifier & Marker

Access router where the database will be stored

Figure 4.1: Access router in the proposed model
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The database parameters have the following meaning:

• ABW: Allocated bandwidth for each source.

• arrivalTime: Keeps track of time when the last packet is sent from this

source. Using this value, allocated bandwidth from an inactive source can be

extracted.

• avgRate: Average rate is the actual information rate the source is generating.

• dropDue: If a SOurce generates information more than its ABW, the extra

packets is aggregated in BE. In the existing policers, these extra packets

selection is done by applying probability theory without considering the start-

time of a flow or type of application. In the process, some time-critical

packets may be selected for best effort aggregation. In the proposed

algorithm, no time-critical-packets is aggregated in BE until the dropDue

value exceeds the dropDueThreshold. Instead it increases the drop Due value

by the size of the time-critical-packet so that it can compensate the required

BE-aggregation by aggregating the next non-time-critical packet in BE which

is supposed to be served in EF. If the dropDue value exceeds the threshold

then the packet is aggregated in BE indiscriminating the type of data.

• dropDueThreshold: The value that limits the dropDue increment.

• meanPacketSize: The average packet size from a particular source. The

threshold value for drop Due may be set to the amount of information that can

be served in time t. That is CIR/meanPacketSize/t.

o Whenever a new user starts transmission, its required bandwidth (RBW) is

allocated from UNUSED _EF _BW. If UNUSED _EF _BW is not adequate to

allocate required bandwidth up to CIR, the required bandwidth is extracted from

the users who are enjoying extra allocation using the fonnula:

(ABW-CIR.)*(RBW-UNUSED EF BW)
" - - .... H[1]

I(ABW -CIR)

Where:

RBW: The bandwidth needed to provide some increased bandwidth to a user.

For a new user it is equal to its CIR.

i represents all active user whose allocated bandwidth is more than CIR.
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o Initially, a new user is allocated a bandwidth equal to its CIR as indicated above.

However, it may not use all the. allocated bandwidth or may need more

bandwidth. Therefore, the DS router always monitors the actual information rate

of the source. If the source does not use the full ABW, the router extracts the

extra bandwidth from the source and makes the bandwidth available for other

user. If the source needs more bandwidth, the router tries to allocate some extra

bandwidth from UNUSED _EF _BW if possible. So the router changes the

bandwidth allocation adaptively as discussed in the next section.

4.4 Adaptive Algo,.;thm

Whenever a packet comes from a user, the router calculates the average information

rate (avgRate) of the source. For calculating avgRate, TSW Tagger meter is used.

Algorithm for average rate calculation:

1. byteslnTSW = avgRatCold* winLen
2. newBytes = byteslnTSW + size of new Packet

3. avgRaten,w = newBytes / (currentTime - arrivalTime + winLen)

Where, win Len is the length of time sliding window used to calculate the average

rate. It determines the effect of the new packet on average rate calculation. The more

the value of winLen, the less the effect of new packet on the average rate. In the

proposed model, winLen = I is used as it quickly changes the calculated average rate

corresponding to the actual load. After calculation of avgRate, the router may

encounter four different scenarios. Each different case is handled in the following

manner:

(a) If avgRate is less than or equal to ABW then the incoming packet is aggregated

in EF.
• I

avgRate
I

i\BW
I

CIR

Router's database is updated as

UNUSED_EF _BW = UNUSED_EF_BW + (ABW - avgRate)/2
ABW = ABW - (ABW - avgRate)/2

(b) If avgRate is greater than ABW, and less than or equal to CIR, the packet is

aggregated in EF and ABW is set to CIR; required bandwidth is taken from
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ABW= CIR

UNUSED _EF_BW or from other users (using the formula I) if the first one is
not sufficient.

•I
CIR

I
avgRatc

UNUSED_EF _BW = UNUSED_EF_BW - (CIR - ABW)

I
ABW

if (UNUSED EF BW < CIR - ABW) then
(ABW,.-CIR,)*(RBW -UNUSED EF BW)ABW =ABW- - -

" I(ABW - CIR)
UNUSED _EF _BW = a

else

end if

•
Router's database is updated as

(c) If avgRate is greater than ABW & CIR, where ABW is less than CIR, ABW is

set to CIR. The required bandwidth is taken and the router's database is updated

as in (b). The packet is policed in EF with the probability p = ABW/avgRate and

in BE with the probability p=I-ABW/avgRate. It ultimately selects a percentage

of packets that is in excess over the CIR. But if a time-critical packet is selected

for BE aggregation that will be resolved in a way as explained dropDue.
• I I I •

ABW CIR avgRate

(d) If avgRate is greater than ABW & CrR, where ABW is greater than or equal to

CIR, the packet is aggregated in EF with the probability p = ABW/avgRate and

in BE with the probability p=I-ABW/avgRate. But if a voice packet is selected

for BE aggregation that is resolved using drop Due. Access router tries to allocate

some extra bandwidth from UNUSED _EF _BW if possible.
• I I I •

ClR ABW avgRale

Router's database is updated as

ABW = ABW+ UNUSED_BW_EF * lIN
UNUSED _EF_BW = UNUSED _EF_BW - UNUSED BW EF* lIN

where N is a constant value which, may be taken from the number of active
sources.

---------------------
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no

avgRateSCIRno

ABW<ClR

ABW = ClR
extract RB W from others
packet is aggregated in EF with probability, p=ABW/avgRate

and
BE with probability, p=I-ABW/avgRate

packet is aggregated in EF with probability, p=ABW/avgRate
and

BE with probability, p=I.ABW/avgRate
ABW = ABW+ UNUSED_BW_EF IN

Figure 4,2: Flowchart of the proposed algorithm
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4.5 Algorithmic Complexity

The proposed algorithm works on each incoming packet from any source. For each

incoming packet, first it calculates the average rate of the packet's source and then

decides on ABW. So the computational complexity incurred in two folds:

a. Computation needed for average rate calculation:

Assignment 5

Addition 2

Multiplication

Division

Therefore, the total operations needed to calculate average rate is 9 for each
packet.

b. Computation needed for updating internal databases along with ABW: Aller

calculation of average rate the router may encounter four different scenarios as

stated in the previous section. For each scenario different number of computation
needed:

Table 4.3: Number of computations needed in the proposed algorithm

Operation Type Scenario a Scenario b Scenario c Scenario d
Comparison I 2N+3 2N+7 8
Assignment 7 2N+7 2N+8 I I
Addition/Subtraction 4 4N+2 4N+2 4
Multiplication 0 N N 2
Division I N N 2

Total 13 lON+12 lON+17 27

Where N is the number of active users who are enjoying extra bandwidth over CIR.

Therefore, the worst-case computational complexity is

9+max(I3, ION+I2, ION+I7,27)=9+ION+27= ION+36

It can be denoted as 0(1 ON+36), which is a leaner bound computational complexity.
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4.6 Advantages

• In this approach, unlike BB, clients need not ask for bandwidth before starting

transmission. It will automatically get its committed bandwidth, even some extra,

if the network is not fully loaded.

• Bandwidth is allocated to both user and application levels.

• This algorithm provides preferences to time-critical packets, the time critical

packets get better DSCP marking over non-time-critical packets most of the time.

• It is suitable for mobile environment as it can manage uplink bandwidth

efficiently.

• Billing can be in terms of packets served in different forwarding classes.

4.7 Limitations

If a burst of time-critical packets exceeds the ABW by more than the

dropDueThreshold value, the packets will be aggregated in BE. So, if the threshold

value is small, a significant number of time-critical bursty packets may be aggregated

in BE. On the other hand, if the threshold value is set large, EF queue may be

overloaded and ultimately the quality of services will be deteriorated.
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Chapter 5

Simulation of the Proposed Model
Network Simulator 2 (NS2) is used to experiment the performance of the proposed

algorithm. It is a discrete event simulator targeted at networking research. The NS2

toolkit has substantial functionality for simulating different network topologies and

traffic models. NS also has an open architecture that allows users to add new

functionalities [15, 16]. It is written in C++ and Otel to separate the control and data

path implementation. In NS2, C++ is used for detailed protocol implementation and

in general for such cases where every packet of a flow has to be processed. For

instance, if it needs to implement a new queuing discipline, then C++ is the language

of choice. Otel, on the other hand, is suitable for configuration and setup. Otel runs

quite slowly but can be changed very quickly making the construction of simulations

easier. In NS2, the compiled C++ objects can be made available to the Otel

interpreter. In this way, the ready-made C++ objects can be controlled from the Otcl

level.

The proposed implementation is built on the DiffServ module in NS-2 that was

originally implemented by the Advanced IP Networks group in Nortel Networks [15,

16]. This DiffServ implementation has different modules that implement the edge

routers, core routers, and the policy and resource manager. The policy class handles

the creation, manipulation and enforcement of edge router policies. A policy defines

the treatment of packets at an edge router. Policies are set using Tel scripts. The

policy elass uses a policy table and a policer table to store the parameter values. The

tables are in the form of an array. The policy table has various fields such as SLA,

current reservation, router configuration, polices, and DSCP mapping while the

policer table contains the downgraded codepoints for out of profile packets. Packets

arriving at the edge router are checked to determine which traffic aggregate they

belong to. A specified meter is used to update the state information of a elient to

make sure it corresponds to the current allocated rate; otherwise it gets the proper

treatment for its packets. In the proposed model, a new policer, AEF Policer, is

added in the existing DiffServ module extended by the Nortel Networks [Appendix
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BJ. This policer marks a client's packets with appropriate codepoints and ultimately

manages the resource allocation for the client.

5.1 System Model

In the simulation of the proposed algorithm, a simple network with five sources

(mobile stations), an access router, and a destination/sink node is used. Each source

can run multiple traffic generators. The proposed policer is implemented in Classifier

and Marker.

Sink

Access Router

EF '-=-.,

Classifier &
Marker
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Figure 5.1: Network model used in the simulation

Two types of generators are used: (1) bursty non-time-critical traffic for file transfer

type application and (2) time-critical voice traffic. SCFQ scheduler is used for packet

serving from EF and BE queues, and Priority scheduler is used to serve two BE

queues. 30 packets are considered as the queuing limit of individual queue in the

access router. Total network uplink bandwidth is set to 60kbps where EF queue is

served at 50kbps and remaining 10 kbps is used for BE packet serve. 3kb is

considered as dropDueThreshold. UDP is used as the transport layer agent to support

real-time application. Finally, the simulation is conducted in 80 seconds.
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In the simulation, media access mechanism is not considered and wireless channel

properties, e.g. fading, propagation delay etc. are neglected.

In the rest of this report time-critical packet will be denoted as voice packet and non-

time-critical packet will be denoted as data packet. The network is simulated with

different load scenarios as given in Table-5.1 and tried to observe the overall

performance of the algorithm in those scenarios.

Table 5.1: Traffic start and end time of each source in the simulation

SOUl.ce Generator Flow Type Rate (kbps) Start Time End Time

I Data 15 0 80
Srcl 2 Voice 10 10 60

3 Voice 10 30 70

Src2 I Voice 10 10 60
2 Data 5 0 30

Src3 I Data 15 30 50

Src4 I Voice 10 10 70
2 Data 15 50 80

Src5 I Voice 10 0 80

In the aforementioned network model, according to the SLA with service provider,

each source has a Committed Information Rate (CIR) and Peak Information Rate

(PIR) for uplink, as indicated in the following table. No source is ever allocated

bandwidth more than PIR. In this case, PIR value is selected equal (0 the total EF

bandwidth in the network.

Table 5.2: ClR and PIR for each node in the simulation

Source CIR PIR

Source 1 15000 kbps 50000 kbps

Source 2 10000 kbps 50000 kbps

Source 3 15000 kbps 50000 kbps

Source 4 10000 kbps 50000 kbps

Source 5 o kbps 50000 kbps
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5.2 Traffic Model

Users can use only two types of application: voice and data. Voice is time-critical

audio traffic simulated by Exponential on/oIT traffic generator and data is non-time-

critical bursty traffic simulated by Pareto on/oIT traffic generator. 90% time is set as

burst time of Pareto traffic generator and 95% time is set as burst time of Exponential

traffic generator. This means, a voice flow will generate traffic 90% time of its Iife

span and a data flow will generate traffic 95% of its life span. During rest of the time

the generators will remain idle. Data packet size is set to 1500 bits and voice packet

size is set to 82 bits [2). Depending on coding and compression technique, mean bit

rate of application varies. Here, voice traffic's mean bit rate is IOkbps and data

traffics mean bit rates is 5kbps, and 15kbps considered.

The Exponential On/OIT and the Pareto On/OIT are two traffic generators

(applications) that generate traffic according to Exponential On/Off distribution and

Pareto On/OIT distribution respectively. Packets are sent at fixed rate during on

periods, and no packets are sent during off periods. Both on and off periods are taken

according to the distribution with constant size packets.
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Chapter 6

Performance Evaluation

Several performance parameters have been studied to evaluate the effectiveness of
the proposed algorithm. Those are:

• Bandwidth Allocation: One of the main purposes of the algorithm is to allocate

bandwidth adaptively to individual source following previously mentioned

policies. So, allocated bandwidth of different sources is observed with respect to

its CIR, network loads and its own loads.

• Packet Served in BE: Giving high priority to voice traffic is also a goal of this

algorithm. That means no voice packet from a source will be aggregated in best

effort as long as the allocated bandwidth to the source is more than or equal to

the mean-rate of voice traffic from the source. It is worth mentioning here, that a

packet from out-of-prolile source is selected to aggregate in best effort randomly

using probability theory. So any type of packet (voice/data) can be selected. But

in this algorithm if voice packet is selected the policer always tries to police it in

EF by compensating some in-profile data packets aggregated in best effort.

• Transfer Time: As the algorithm always gives an extra effort to voice packet for

minimizing transfer time delay, even in BE queue. So, the transfer time of voice

packet compared with that of data packet is an important statistics. Total transfer

time of a packet is summation of transmission-time and queuing-time in the

router. If transmission-time is ignored, queuing time represents the packet's

delay. Queuing time depends on the queue serving rate and accumulating load of

the queue. So in the simulation the queuing time of various packets is considered.

• Packet Drop: As the queue length is limited, packets will be dropped if the

queues are overloaded. So the packet drop statistics is also observed.

In this chapter all figures are plotted by the toolkit gnuplot using the data extracted

from trace liIe generated by NS2 simulation of the network discussed in the previous

chapter.
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6.1 Results

In figure 6.1, total load of the network in the simulation is shown. In the following

plot, simulation time, in second, is given in x-axis and network load, in bits per

second, is given in y-axis.
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Figure 6.1: Total network load in the simulation contributed by all sources

From the above graph, it is observed that from time 0 to 10 and 70 to 80 the network

is lightly loaded - total load is lower than total CIR as well as the available uplink

bandwidth of the network. So in this period, all sources regardless the CIR should get

optimum service similar to VLL, from time 10 to 30 and 60 to 70 the network is fully

loaded; so all packets should be served smoothly within these time periods. From

time period 30 to 60 the network is heavily loaded and the sources are trying to get

more bandwidth than CIR. In this period, those are using within the limit of their CIR

will get guaranteed service but some packets from other sources will be aggregated

in BE; in tum, will accumulate huge delay or even will be dropped from the queue.
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The average traffic generation rate of source-l calculated by the router over a given

load is depicted in figure 6.2. In the following three graph, a, b, c, simulation time, in

second, is given in x-axis and calculated average information rate, in kilo bits, of

source-l using winLen value equal to I, 3, 5 respectively is plotted.
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Figure 6.2: Average rate calculation for source ]

From the graphs, it is observed that when winLen=l, as the average rate depends

more on the recently generated traffic rate, the response of calculated rate to actual
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load is sharp. But, the more the value of winLen is, the less the response of the

calculated rate to the actual load because the effect of recently generated traffic on

the average rate calculation is decreased and the average rate depends more on the

previously calculated rate. Therefore, the average rate is smoother but response time

is higher. As the algorithm is simulated in an ideal environment and more stress is

given on the response time of the average rate to the actual load, winLen value] is

considered in all other simulations. But in actual scenario, winLen=] should not be

used as the average rate will fluctuate frequently for bursty traffic in real time.

Higher winLen should be used in actual scenario to eliminate the effects of

propagation delay, delay jitter and burstyness.

Figure 6.3 depicts the adaptively allocated bandwidth for source-] corresponding to

the average information rate, its C]R and total load in the network. In the plot,

simulation time, in second, is given in x-axis and total CIR in the network., CIR used

by all users at a particular time, CIR of source-], given load and adaptive bandwidth

allocation to source-I, in bits, are given in y-axis.
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Figure 6.3: Adaptive bandwidth allocation for source-I

In the figure it is depicted that from time 10 to 30 and 50 to 70 the source got some

ex1ra bandwidth allocation over its CIR but less than its mean information rate. From

time 0 to 10 and 70 to 80 it got allocation as its need and from time 30 to 50 the

source didn't get any extra CIR. In the time periods 0-10 and 70-80 the network is

lightly loaded (CIR used is not equal to the total CIR) and there were enough unused

bandwidth to meet the extra requirements of source-I. In the time periods 30-50 and
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50-70 there were some unused bandwidth in the network but not as large as to meet

the full requirements of the source-I. Finally in time period 30-50 the network is

extremely loaded, so source-l only got bandwidth equal to its CIR though its

requirements is as high as time slot 50-60.

Figure 6.4 and figure 6.5 represents the adaptively allocated bandwidth for source-2

and source-4 respectively, corresponding to the mean information rate, their CIR and

total network load. In the following two plots, simulation time, in second, is given in

x-axis and total CIR in the network, CIR used by all users at a time, CIR, given load,

and adaptive bandwidth allocation to source 2 and 4, in bits, are given in y-axis.
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Figure 6.4: Adaptive bandwidth allocation for source-2
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Figure 6.5: Adaptive bandwidth allocation for source-4

The figures also indicate the similar phenomenon as in figure 6.3.
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In figure 6.6 and figure 6.7, the effect of unused CIR by all sources in bandwidth

allocation can be observed. In the following two plots, simulation time, in second, is

given in x-axis and total CIR in the network, CIR used by all users at a particular

time, CIR, given load, and adaptive bandwidth allocation to source-3 and source-5,

in bits, are given in y-axis.

Figure 6.6: Adaptive bandwidth allocation for source-3
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Figure 6.7: Adaptive bandwidth allocation for source-5
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Throughout the whole simulation time traffic load of source-5 is 10kbps. During all

time intervals other than 30-50, source-5 is allocated bandwidth of around 10kbps.

But in time interval 30-50, source-5 does not get any bandwidth, though a new user
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source-3 who started only at 30s gets its full requirements of 15kbps from the very

outset of its traffic generation. In the time period, Source-5 does not get any

bandwidth because network was fully loaded and source-5 does not have any CIR

but scource-3 gets 15kbps of bandwidth because of its CIR. This is a good

observation that shows the adaptability of the proposed algorithm in resource

allocation.

In fib'Ure6.8, the combined bandwidth allocated to all sources during the simulation

time is depicted. In the following plot, simulation time, in second, is given in x-axis.

Total CIR in the network, total bandwidth in the network, and total allocated

bandwidth to all sources, in bits, are given in y-axis.
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Figure 6.8: Adaptive bandwidth allocation to all five sources

From the graph, the total usages of resources in the network can be observed. From

the graph, the total uses of resources in the network can be observed. Here it is seen

that from time period 10-70 the whole EF bandwidth is utilized. Therefore, the total

load of the network in this time period should be greater than or equal to the total EF

bandwidth and is depicted in the figure 6.1. On the other hand, in time periods 0-10

and 70-80, the total load is lower than the total EF bandwidth, so there is some

unallocated EF bandwidth.
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In figure 6.9, the best effort packet aggregation from source-I is shown. In the

following plot, simulation time, in second, is given in x-axis and different packet

serving statistics, in bits, is given in y-axis.
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Figure 6.9: Source-I packets statistics served in best effort

In the simulation there are three time intervals, 10-30, 30-50, and 50-70, where

allocated bandwidth is less than the required bandwidth (load of source-I) and there

must have some out-of-profile packets that need to be aggregated in best effort. In

time interval 10-30 and 50-70, though the allocated bandwidth is less than the

required bandwidth, the voice traffic load is less than allocated bandwidth. So in

those two time intervals no voice packet is aggregated in best effort rather only data

packets are selected for best effort aggregation. On the other hand, in time interval

30-50 voice traffic load is greater than the allocated bandwidth. So it is not possible

to aggregate all voice packets in expedited forwarding class. Therefore 25% voice

packets along with all data packets have been aggregated in best effort. So another

intension of the algorithm is depicted in the graph.
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In figure 6.10, the packet transfer time of three different aggregating classes IS

plotted. The following plot is a cumulative complementary distribution function

(CCDF). Here transfer time of packets from all sources is given in x-axis in linear

scale and percentage of packet yet to be transferred is given in y-axis in logarithmic

scale.
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Figure 6.10: CCDF of packet transfer time in different aggregation classes

It is observed from the graph that the packets served in expedited forwarding class

gets maximum delay of OAms invariably the type of packet. But in best effort

aggregation maximum delay faced by a voice packet is 0.7ms. On the other hand,

most of the data packets get high delay which may tum into packets dropped. This

case happened because the packet selection with in the two best effort queues is done

by priority scheduler where priority of voice packet is higher. Though this delay can

be minimized by assigning more bandwidth in BE. Of course there are some data

packets in best effort that faced a minimum queuing delay; this is happened in those

time periods when no or few voice packet is aggregated in best effort.
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Table 6.1: Packet transfer statistics with different DSCP

Packets Statistics

===============

CP TotPkts TxPkts Idrops edrops

All 4437

10 3740

II 609

12 88

4399

3740

584

75

38

o
25
13

o
o
o
o

From the above table, it is also found that the packet drop in EF is almost 0%,

whereas the packet drop in best effort is 4.17% and 14.78% for voice and data

respectively due to high delay and queue length limitation. So the service provided in

EF queue is quite reliable for a user. Even a service provider can improve the service

quality of best effort by having increased serving rate for best effort queues.
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6.1 Comparative Analysis

In figure 6.11, bandwidth allocation by BB, ARM, and the proposed algorithm is

plotted. In the above plot, simulation time, in second, is given in x-axis. Bandwidth

allocation by different algorithms, in bits, is given in y-axis.
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Figure 6.11: Bandwidth allocation by different algorithms

This graph is depicted from a different simulation considering a simple network

environment where only one source is generating traffics and there is enough

bandwidth to serve its requirements. Here it is seen that ARM algorithm monitored

the usage of bandwidth by the users and picked a time when the source generated a

smaller amount of traffic. On that point, ARM algorithm extracted the extra allocated

bandwidth but did not reallocate the increased required bandwidth later. Whereas, the

proposed algorithm followed the requirements of the source to allocate resources. On

the other hand, BB allocates bandwidth equal to eIR without any consideration.
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Table 6.2: Statistics of packets served by ARM algorithm

Packets Statistics

============

CP TotPkts TxPkts ldrops edrops

All 1770 1770 a a
46 1581 1581 a a
45 189 189 a a

Table 6.3: Statistics of packets served by the proposed algorithm

Packets Statistics

===========

CP TotPkts TxPkts ldrops edrops

-. -------

All 1778 1778 a a
46 1778 1778 a 0

In table 6.2 and table 6.3, 46 is the codepoint for EF class and 45 is the codepoint for

BE class. From the tables, it is observed that there is no packet drop because there

was enough BW in the network to serve the packets from the source. However, it can

be seen that in the proposed algorithm there is no BE packet aggregation since

bandwidth was allocated as required. Whereas, in ARM 10.6% packets were

aggregated in BE because there were no increased allocation in later time when the

source started to generate information in higher rate.
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Chapter?

Further Studies

In this thesis, a generic model of differentiated services architecture for bandwidth

allocation in mobile internet is discussed. Wireless characteristics, like medium

access are not considered. But for real-life, the algorithm is to be implemented in the

medium access control layer with proper signaling mechanism between base station

and mobile station. So the implementation of the algorithm in the medium access

layer of a mobile architecture along with the Linux test-bed implementation is our
future plan.
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Chapter 8

Conclusion

The Differentiated Services framework provides a scalable and relatively simple

means for providing quality of service guarantees. But the existing technologies, e.g.

BB, used in DS domain focus on per-flow level service guarantees rather than user

level. Moreover, the resource provisioning in those technologies is static. Though,

ARM algorithm tries to manage the resources by actively monitoring the usages, still

it is not so adaptive to the changes in network scenario. Furthermore, none of those

technologies give any special preference to time-critical packets over non-time-

critical packets. But the proposed algorithm can manage bandwidth allocation

adaptively for a particular user in a very efficient way and can give some special

preference to a particular type of traffic. The algorithm is implemented using NS2

simulation toolkit and the simulation results discussed in chapter-6 also comply with

the intension of the algorithm; thus enables adaptive bandwidth allocation in

differentiated services domain. From the figure 6.3, 6.4, 6.5, 6.6, 6.7 it can be easily

observed that the algorithm adaptively changes the resource-allocation to the users.

The figure 6.9 clearly express that the algorithm prefers to serve time-critical packets

over non-time-critical packets in congested situation. From the packet serving

statistics in table 6. I, it is observed that the packet drop from EF aggregation is 0%

which is quite obvious. But the drop from BE data aggregation is 14.78% whereas

the drop from BE voice aggregation is 4.7%. It indicates that the algorithm offers

privileged service to voice traffic. Therefore, using this algorithm in an access router

of Mobile Internet under the architecture of Differentiated Services, resources can be

utilized properly hence the service provider can maximize his revenue.
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Appendix A: Toolkits Used

1. NS2: A discrete event simulator targeted at networking research.

2. Otel: An object oriented scripting language that is used to configure 1he ne1work

scenarios in a NS2 simulation.
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Appendix B: Implementation Details

For implementing the proposed algorithm, we have extended the dsPolicy module of

the Nortel DiffServ implementation in NS2. We have added a new policy class,

AEFPolicy, that is responsible for marking packets according to the algorithm

proposed. The extended class and associated variables are given bellow:

IIThis structure hold different state infOl'mation of a flow
struct policyTableEntry {

nsaddr_t sourceNode, destNode;i1 Source-destination pair
int policy_index; II Index to the policy table.
policerType policer;
meterType meter;
int codePt; II In-profile code point
double cir; II Committed information rate (bytes per s)
double cbs; II Committed burst size (bytes)
double cBucket; II Current size of committed bucket (bytes)
double ebs; II Excess burst size (bytes)
double eBucket; II Current size of excess bucket (bytes)
double pir; II Peak information rate (bytes per s)
double pbs; II Peak burst size (bytes)
double pBucket; II Current size of peak bucket (bytes)
double arrivalTime; II Arrival time oflast packet in TSW metering
double avgRate, winLen;!1 Used for TSW metering
double abw; II Allocated bandwidth (bytes per s) IIAEF
double dropDue;

} ;

II This struct sped fie" the elements of a policer table enlt')',
struct ;,)licerTableEntry {
policerType policer;
int initiaiCodePt;
int downgradel;
int downgrade2;
int policy-index;
};

class AEFPolicy : public Policy {
public:

AEFPolicyO : PolicyO {};
II Metering and policing methods:
void applyMeter(policyTableEntry .policy, Packet .pkt);
int applyPolicer(policyTableEntry policyTable[MAX]OLlCIES J, int
policyTableSize, policyTableEntry .policy, policerTableEntry .policer,
Packet .pkt);
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void extractRBW(policyTableEntry policyTable[MAX]OLICIES]' inl
policyTableSize, double rbw);

void extractiBW(policyTableEntry policyTable[MAX]OLICIES], int
policyTableSize);

double TOT AL_ EF_BW;
double UNUSED_EF_BW;
double meanPacketSize;

};
void AEFPolicy::applyMeter(policyTableEntry 'policy, Packet 'pkt) {

double now, byteslnTSW, newBytes;
hdr_cmn' hdr = hdr_cmn::access(pkl);

byleslnTSW = policy->avgRate ' policy->winLen;
newBytes = byteslnTSW + (double) hdr->sizeO;
now = Scheduler::instanceO.clockO;
policy->avgRate = newBytes / (now - policy->arrivaITime + policy->winLen);
policy->arrivaITime = now;

void PolicyClassifier::setAEFBandwidth( double bw, double meanPacketSize){
if (policy..Jlool[AEF]) (

«AEFPolicy ')policy ..Jlool[AEF])->TOT AL_ EF_BW = bw / 8;
«AEFPolicy ')policY..Jlool[AEF])->UNUSED_EF _BW = bw /8;
«AEFPolicy ')policY..Jlool[AEF])->meanPacketSize = meanPacketSize;

}
else

printf( "MISS: NO AEF policy entry is added\n" );
}
void PolicyClassifier: :printAEFBandwidthO (

if (policy..Jlool[AEF]){
printf("EF Bandwidth:\n");
printf("Total EF B::'"1dwidth :%. I f\n",«AEFPolicy ')policy-pool{ AEFJ)-
>TOTAL_EF _BW' 8);
printf("Unused EF Bandwidth: %. 1f\n",«AEFPolicy ')policy-pooIlAEFJ)-

>UNUSED_EF_BW' 8);
}
else

prinlf( "MISS: NO AEF policy entry is added\n" );
}

void AEFPolicy::extractRBW(policyTableEntry policyTable[MAX _POLICIES], inl
policyTableSize, double rbw){

double tot_ext_alloc=O;
int i;
for ( i = 0; i < policyTableSize; i++)

if (policyTable[i].abw > policyTable[ij.cir )
tot_ex:_alloc += policyTable[i].abw - policyTable[i].cir;



for ( i = 0; i < policyTableSize; i++)
if (policyTable[i].abw > policyTable[ij.cir)

policyTable[iJabw = policyTable[ij.abw - (policyTable[ij.abw-
policyTable[ij.cir) / tot_ext_alloc ' rbw;

void AEFPolicy: :extractIBW(policyTableEntry policyTable[MAX]OLICIES J, inl
policyTableSize){

int i~
double now;
now = Scheduler::instanceO.c1ockO;
for (i = 0; i < policyTableSize; i++)

if (now - policyTable[ijarrivalTime > 2 )(
UNUSED _EF _BW += policyTable[ij.abw;
policyTable[ij.abw = 0;
policyTable[ij.avgRate = 0;

}

int AEFPolicy::applyPolicer(policyTableEntry policyTable[MAX]OLICIESj, inl
policyTableSize, policyTableEntry 'policy, policerTableEntry 'policer, Packet
'pkt){

int codept;
double avgRate = policy->avgRate, abw = policy->abw;
double cir = policy->cir, pir = policy->pir;
hdr_cmn' hdr = hdr_cmn::access(pkt);

extractIBW(policyTable, policyTableSize);

if( avgRate <= abw){
policy->abw = abw - (abw - avgRate)/2;
UNUSED_EF_BW= UNUSED_EF_BW+ (abw - avgRate)l2;
return (policer->initiaICodePt);

}
else if( (avgRate > abw) && (avgRate <= cir) )(

policy->abw = cir;
if( UNUSED_EF _BW < cir - abw){

//Reset all abw
extractRBW(policyTable, policyTableSize, (cir - abw) -
UNUSED_EF _BW);
UNUSED_EF _BW = 0;

}
else{

UNUSED_EF _BW = UNUSED_EF_BW - (cir - abw);
}
return (policer->initiaICodePt);

}
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else if( (avgRate > abw) && (avgRate > cir) )(
if( abw < cir){

policy->abw = cir;
if( UNUSED_EF _BW < cir - abw) {

//Reset all abw
extractRBW(policyTable, policyTableSize, (cir - abw) _

UNUSED _EF_BW );
UNUSED_EF_BW=O;

1
else{

UNUSED_EF_BW = UNUSED_EF_BW - (cir - abw);
1
if( Randorn::uniforrn(O.O, 1.0) <= (policy->abw/avgRate) )(

if(policy->dropDue>hdr->sizeO && (hdr->ptypeO!= PT_EXP»{
policy->dropDue -= hdr->sizeO;
return (policer->downgrade2);

)
else{

return (policer->initialCodePt);
)

)

else if( hdr->ptypeO == PT_EXP){
if(policY->dropDue<3000) {

policy->dropDue += hdr->sizeO;
return (policer->initialCodePt);

1
else

return (policer->downgradel);
)
else{

return (policer->downgrade2);

)
else{

if( Randorn::uniforrn(O.O, 1.0) <= (abw/avgRate) ){
if(policy->dropDue>hdr->sizeO && (hdr->ptypeO != PT_EXP»){

policy->dropDue -= hdr->sizeO;
codept = (policer->downgrade2);

)
else

codept = (policer->initialCodePt);
1
else if( hdr->ptypeO == PT_ EXP )(

if(policy ->d ropDue<3000) {
policy->dropDue += hdr->sizeO;
codept = (policer->initialCodePt);

)
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codept = (policer->downgradei);
else

}
else{

codept = (policer->downgrade2);
}
if(abw<pir && UNUSED _EF_BW>O){

policy->abw = abw + (UNUSED _EF _BW • 1/10);
UNUSED_EF _BW = UNUSED_EF_BW - (UNUSED_EF_BW'

III 0);
}
return codept;
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Appendix C: Simulation Scripts

set ns [new Simulator]

set voice-packetSize 82
set data-packetSize 1500

#Trace instruction
set f [open out.tr w]
$ns trace-all $f

#end trace instruction

#Creation of nodes
set sink ($ns node]
set baseStation [$ns node]
set srcl ($ns node]
set src2 ($ns node]
set src3 [$ns node]
set src4 [$ns node]
set src5 [$ns node]

#end of node creation

#Configuration of sink node
set sink ($ns node]
set sinkAgt [new Agent/Null]
$ns attach-agent $sink $sinkAgt

#end of sink node configuration

#Configuration of base station
$ns simplex-link $baseStation $sink 65kb Oms dsRED/edge
set qBS ([$ns link $baseStation $sink] queue]
$qBS set limit_ 30
$qBS setSchedularMode WFQ
$qBS meanPktSize [expr ($data-packetSize+$voice-packetSize)/2]
$qBS setMREDMode R10-C 0
$qBS set numQueues_ 3
$qBS setNumPrec I
$qBS addQueueWeights 0 83
$qBS addQueueWeights I 17
$qBS addPolicyEntry [$srcl id] ($sink id] AEF 10 15000 50000
$qBS add Policy Entry [$src2 id] [$sink id] AEF 10 10000 50000
$qBS addPolicyEntry [$src3 id] ($sink id] AEF 10 15000 50000
$qBS addPolicyEntry [$src4 id] [$sink id] AEF 10 10000 50000
$qBS addPolicyEntry [$src5 id] [$sink id] AEF 100 50000
$qBS addPolicerEntry AEF 10 II 12

$qBS setAEFBandwidth 50000 741 .
$qBS addPHBEntry 100 a
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$qBS addPHBEntry II I 0
$qBS addPHBEntry 122 0
set baseStationAgt [newAgent/VOPl
$ns attach-agent $baseStation $baseStationAgt

#end of base station Configuration

#Configuration of node I
$ns simplex-link $srcI $baseStation 10mb OmsOropTail
set voiceAgtll [new Agent/VOPl
$ns attach-agent $srcl $voiceAgtll
set voiceApplI [new Applicationrrraffic/ExponentialJ
$voiceAppII set packetSize_ $voiceyacketSize
$voiceApplI set burst_time_ 950ms
$voiceAppll set idle_time_ SOms
# 10526 = 10k considering the burst time
$voiceApplI set rate_ 10526.
$voiceAppll attach-agent $voiceAgtll
$voiceAgtll set packetSize_ $voiceyacketSize
$ns connect $voiceAgtll $sinkAgt

set voiceAgtl2 [new Agent/VOPl
$ns attach-agent $srcI $voiceAgtl2
set voiceAppI2 [new Applicationrrraffic/Exponential]
$voiceAppI2 set packetSize_ $voiceyacketSize
$voiceApp12 set burst_time_ 9S0ms
$voiceAppl2 set idle_time_ SOms
# 10526 = 10k considering the burst time
$voiceAppl2 set rate_ 10526
$voiceAppl2 attach-agent $voiceAgtl2
$voiceAgtl2 set packetSize_ $voiceyacketSize
$ns connect $voiceAgt 12 $sinkAgt

set dataAgtII [new Agent/VOPl
$ns attach-agent $srcI $dataAgtll
set dataAppII [new Applicationfrraffic/Pareto]
$dataAppll set packetSize_ $data""packetSize
$dataApp 11 set burst time 900ms- -$dataAppII set idle_time_ lOOms
# 16666 = 15k considering the burst time
$dataApp II set rate_ 16666
$dataApp II attach-agent $dataAgtll
$dataAgtll set packetSize_ $datayacketSize
$ns connect $dataAgtll $sinkAgt

#End of node I configuration

----------------------



#Configuration of Pri service node 2
$ns simplex-link $src2 $baseStation 10mb Oms OropTail

set voiceAgt21 [new Agent/UOP]
$ns attach-agent $src2 $voiceAgt2!
set voiceApp21 [new Applicationffraffic/Exponentialj
$voiceApp21 set packetSize_ $voice-packetSize
$voiceApp21 set burst_time_ 950ms
$voiceApp21 set idle_time _ 50ms
# 10526 = 10k considering the burst time
$voiceApp21 set rate_ 10526
$voiceApp21 attach-agent $voiceAgt21
$voiceAgt21 set packetSize_ $voice-packetSize
$ns connect $voiceAgt21 $sinkAgt

set dataAgt21 [new Agent/UDP]
$ns attach-agent $src2 $dataAgt21
set dataApp21 [new Applicationffraffic/Pareto]
$dataApp21 set packetSize_ $data-packetSize
$dataApp21 set bursUime_ 900ms
$dataApp21 set idle_time _ lOOms
# 5555 = 5k considering the burst time
$dataApp21 set rate_ 5555
#$dataApp2l set shape _ 1.5
$dataApp21 attach-agent $dataAgt21
$dataAgt21 set packetSize_ $data-packetSize
$ns connect $dataAgt21 $sinkAgt

#End of Primer service node 2 configuration

#Configuration of node 3
$ns simplex-link $src3 $baseStation 10mb Oms OropTail

set dataAgt3 I [new Agent/UDP]
$ns attach-agent $src3 $dataAgt31
set dataApp31 [new Applicationffraffic/Pareto]
$dataApp31 set packetSize_ $data-packetSize
$dataApp3 1 set burst_time _ 900ms
$dataApp31 set idle_time_ lOOms
# 16666 = 15k considering the burst time
$dataApp31 set rate_ 16666
#$dataApp31 set shape_1.5
$dataApp31 attach-agent $dataAgt31
$dataAgt31 set packetSize_ $data-packetSize
$ns connect $dataAgt31 $sinkAgt

#End of node 3 configuration
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#Configuration of node 4
$ns simplex-link $src4 $baseStation 10mb Oms DropTail

set voiceAgt41 [new Agent/UDPj
$ns attach-agent $src4 $voiceAgt4l
set voiceApp41 [new Applicationrrraffic/Exponentialj
$voiceApp41 set packetSize_ $voice.JlacketSize
$voiceApp41 set burst_time_ 950ms
$voiceApp41 set idJe_time_50ms
# 10526 = 10k considering the burst time
$voiceApp41 set rate_ 10526
$voiceApp41 attach-agent $voiceAgt4!
$voiceAgt41 set packetSize _ $voice .JlacketSize
$ns connect $voiceAgt41 $sinkAgt

set dataAgt41 [new Agent/UDPj
$ns attach-agent $src4 $dataAgt41
set dataApp4! [new AppJicationfTraffic/Pareto]
$dataApp41 set packetSize _ $data .JlacketSize
$dataApp41 set burst_time _ 900ms
$dataApp41 set idle_time_100ms
# 16666 = 15k considering the burst time
$dataApp41 set rate_ 16666
#$dataApp41 set shape_ 1.5
$dataApp41 attach-agent $dataAgt41
$dataAgt41 set packetSize_ $data.JlacketSize
$ns connect $dataAgt41 $sinkAgt

#End of node 4 configuration

#Configuration of node 5
$ns simplex-link $src5 $baseStation 10mb Oms DropTail

set voiceAgtS J [new Agent/UDP]
$ns attach-agent $src5 $voiceAgtSl
set voiceApp51 [new ApplicationfTraffic/Exponential]
$voiceApp5! set packetSize _ $voice.JlacketSize
$voiceApp51 set burst_time_ 950ms
$voiceApp51 set idJe_time_50ms
# 10526 = 10k considering the burst time
$voiceApp5l set rate_ 10526
$voiceApp5! attach-agent $voiceAgtSl
$voiceAgt51 set packetSize_ $voice.JlacketSize
$ns connect $voiceAgt51 $sinkAgt

#End of node 5 configuration

--------------------



}
$,;s at 80.0 "$qBS printStats" .
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$ns at 0.0 "$dataAppll start"
$ns at 0.0 "$dataApp21 start"
$ns at 0.0 "$voiceApp51 start"

$ns at 10.0 "$voiceAppll start"
$ns at 10.0 "$voiceApp21 start"
$ns at 10.0 "$voiceApp41 start"

$ns at 30.0 "$voiceAppI2 start"
$ns at 30.0 "$dataApp31 start"
$ns at 30.0 "$dataApp21 stop"

$ns at 50.0 "$dataApp41 start"
$ns at 50.0 "$dataApp31 stop"

$ns at 60.0 "$voiceAppI2 stop"
$ns at 60.0 "$voiceApp21 stop"

$ns at 70.0 "$voiceApp II stop"
$ns at 70.0 "$voiceApp41 stop"

$ns at 80.0 "$voiceApp51 stop"
$ns at 80.0 "$dataAppll stop"
$ns at 80.0 "$dataApp41 stop"

for {set i O} {$i<=80} {set i [expr $i+O.5]} {
$ns at $i "$qBS printPolicyTable"

$ns at 100.0 "finish"

proc finish {} {
global ns f
$ns flush-trace
close $f
exit 0

}

$ns run

-------------------
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